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In urban areas with a high level of human disturbance, wildlife has to adjust its behavior to

deal with the so called “landscape of fear.” This can be studied in risk perception during

movement in relation to specific habitat types, whereby individuals trade-off between

foraging and disturbance. Due to its high behavioral plasticity and increasing occurrence

in urban environments, wild boar (Sus scrofa) is an excellent model organism to study

adjustment to urbanization. With the help of GPS tracking, space use of 11 wild boar

from Berlin’s metropolitan region was analyzed: we aimed at understanding how animals

adjust space use to deal with the landscape of fear in urban areas compared to rural

areas. We compared use vs. availability with help of generalized linear mixed models.

First, we studied landscape types selected by rural vs. urban wild boar, second, we

analyzed distances of wild boar locations to each of the landscape types. Finally, we

mapped the resulting habitat selection probability to predict hotspots of human-wildlife

conflicts. A higher tolerance to disturbance in urban wild boar was shown by a one

third shorter flight distance and by an increased re-use of areas close to the trap. Urban

wild boar had a strong preference for natural landscapes such as swamp areas, green

areas and deciduous forests, and areas with high primary productivity, as indicated by

high NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index) values. The areas selected by urban

wild boar were often located closely to roads and houses. The spatial distribution maps

show that a large area of Berlin would be suitable for urban wild boar but not their rural

conspecifics, with the most likely reason being a different perception of anthropogenic

disturbance. Wild boar therefore showed considerable behavioral plasticity suitable to

adjust to human-dominated environments in a potentially evolutionarily adaptive manner.

Keywords: behavioral adjustment, GPS-telemetry, habitat selection, human wildlife conflict, ungulate, correlated

random walk, space use, urbanization

INTRODUCTION

The landscape of fear describes an animal’s trade-off between access to food and predator avoidance
on a spatial scale (Brown et al., 1999; Laundre et al., 2010, 2014). The concept includes that the
landscape of fear represents relative levels of predation risk as peaks and valleys that reflect the
level of fear in different parts of its area of use (Laundre et al., 2010). Disturbance of wildlife
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by people is particularly frequent in urban environments and
can exceed disturbance by natural predators. It therefore has the
potential to shape prey behavior and should incite avoidance
of such environments (Frid and Dill, 2002; Ciuti et al., 2012;
Rosner et al., 2014; Stoen et al., 2015). The number of mammals
living in urban environments increases (Bateman and Fleming,
2012;Magle et al., 2012). Hence, urban environments can support
wildlife and provide various food sources: natural food (Stillfried
et al., 2017b) or anthropogenic, easily accessible food (Cahill
et al., 2012; Murray et al., 2015; Theimer et al., 2015; Tryjanowski
et al., 2015), both of which can contain a high amount of energy
(Ottoni et al., 2009; Maibeche et al., 2015). The urban landscape
of fear should be worse than the rural one because the threat
increases with human proximity per se, a high traffic volume and
additional predators such as domestic dogs and other companion
animals (Frid and Dill, 2002; Baker et al., 2005; Hughes and
Macdonald, 2013). In order to survive in urban landscapes with
increased danger and disturbance, urban wildlife must become
tolerant to harmless disturbance, hence urban wildlife adjusts
behavior to secure sufficient shelter, breeding sites, and food
(McKinney, 2002; Lowry et al., 2013). Urban wildlife needs to
perceive spatio-temporal variation in risk (Valeix et al., 2012).
The urban landscape of fear should correspond to landscape
features such as roads, because of vehicle, and pedestrian traffic
(Dowding et al., 2010; Bonnot et al., 2013; Lowry et al., 2013;
Morelle et al., 2013; Murray and St Clair, 2015; Thurfjell et al.,
2015; Gray et al., 2016), sealed built-up areas (=areas with a
high density of housing; Bonnot et al., 2013; Magle et al., 2014;
Beninde et al., 2015; Gray et al., 2016) and open areas with high
human activity. Resource hotspots for food and shelter may often
be found in more natural habitats as forests, parks, water bodies
or swamp areas close to water (Beninde et al., 2015; Morelle et al.,
2015) and in areas with a high vegetation density (Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index, NDVI) (Bino et al., 2008). In order
to identify resource selection of urban wildlife and their ability
to perceive and respond to spatial variation in risk, the actually
used landscape types within its specific habitat component is the
appropriate scale for studying potential behavioral adjustments.
For instance, it was demonstrated that urban bobcats and coyotes
coped with human-related habitat resources (Tigas et al., 2002),
while urban cougars (puma concolor) preferred natural patches
(Kertson et al., 2011). Hence, behavioral adjustment in terms of
resource selection to exploit and survive in novel habitats seems
very likely, but remains poorly understood to date.

Medium-sized urban mammals such as foxes, badgers, or
coyotes are increasingly studied (Gloor et al., 2001; Grinder and
Krausman, 2001; Davison et al., 2008; Gehrt et al., 2009) but
studies on large urban mammals are rare. Wild boar (Sus scrofa),
a social mammal with a growing population throughout Europe
(Massei et al., 2015; Keuling et al., 2016), is increasingly present
in urban areas (Dinter, 1991; Cahill et al., 2003, 2012; Jansen
et al., 2007; Podgorski et al., 2013). Wild boar frequently interfere
with people, as they annoy garden owners (e.g., by rooting),
can destroy agricultural crops (Amici et al., 2012; Ficetola et al.,
2014; Jarolimek et al., 2014; Laznik and Trdan, 2014) and are
potential transmitters of zoonotic diseases or diseases relevant
to livestock (Fernández et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2007; Chiari
et al., 2015). Therefore, they are a useful model to study the ability

of urban wildlife to perceive and respond to spatial variation
in the landscape of fear. Moreover, studying wild boar assists
local authorities to develop appropriate management tools to
minimize human-wildlife conflicts. Despite numerous studies on
wild boar demonstrated substantial variation in home range size
and kinetics of movements in natural and agricultural landscapes
(Dardaillon and Beugnon, 1987; Cousse et al., 1992; Janeau et al.,
1995; Thurfjell et al., 2013; Jarolimek et al., 2014; Morelle et al.,
2014, 2015), studies of urbanwild boar are rare (Cahill et al., 2003,
2012; Podgorski et al., 2013; Stillfried et al., 2017a,b).

We conducted the first GPS data-based study of wild boar in
urban and rural areas (metropolitan area Berlin, Germany). Our
focus was the variation of space use within an urban and a rural
landscape of fear. We hypothesized that urban wild boar adjusted
their perception of risk, i.e., modulated their landscape of fear, in
order to find sufficient food and shelter in a novel environment.
Further, we hypothesized that the potential rewards in urban
environment are higher for urban than for rural wild boar.
Therefore, the modulation of the landscape of fear is stronger
than themodulation of the natural landscape. To test this, we first
analyzed flight initiation distance and response to trapping and
predicted that urban wild boar have a higher tolerance toward
human presence, indicated by a lower flight distance and a re-use
of trapping locations (Prediction 1). Our next step was to design
and test a set of candidate models to identify the most suitable
habitat suitability model to predict the wild boar’s presence due
to its perception of the landscape of fear. The movement choices
of wild boar were represented by use (recorded GPS locations) vs.
availability (correlated random walks, CRWs) across 11 habitat
types to fit binomial generalized linear mixed models. First
we studied the selected habitat type and predicted that urban
wild boar select natural landscape types in the city over urban
landscape types (Prediction 2). Then we analyzed the distances
of wild boar locations to each habitat type and predicted that
urban wild boar are closer and more tolerant to human related
landscape structures (Prediction 3). Finally, wemapped predicted
probability of occurrence for rural and urban wild boar and
predicted that a larger area within Berlin is suitable for urban than
for rural wild boar (Prediction 4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
The study was carried out in metropolitan area Berlin and the
surrounding rural areas of the Federal state of Brandenburg,
Germany (52◦31′N, 13◦24′E, Supplementary Figure 1). Twenty
percent of Berlin is covered with forests. The biggest forest
“Grunewald” is a mixed forest visited by ∼1 million people
annually BDF1 (Franusch, 2015). Although more than 1,000 wild
boar are hunted every year in the Grunewald alone (Stillfried
et al., 2017a), the number of wild boar remains high. Wild boar
can be observed in most of Berlin’s forests and adjacent built-up
areas (personal observation MS). The forest areas are bordered
by rural coniferous forests and agricultural areas (Supplementary
Figure 1). All study areas are comparable in terms of providing

1Available online at: https://www.berlin.de/tourismus/nachrichten/3688703-
1721038-grunewald-ist-waldgebiet-des-jahres-2015 (Accessed).
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similar natural and urban landscape structures accessible for wild
boar. Despite wild boar are common in Berlin’s forests since
World War II; the urban wild boar, which invades built-up areas,
is more recent (Dinter, 1991; Hespeler, 2007). To reduce human-
wildlife conflicts hunting within built-up areas of Berlin was
established in 2000 (Hespeler, 2007).

Animal Capture, Handling, and Data
Collection
Wild boar were caught in collaboration with Berlin’s and
Brandenburg’s foresters between 2013 and 2015 using two by
two meter iron wild boar traps developed by Hinrich Zoller
(University of Rostock, Germany). An overview about captured
animals and duration can be found in Supplementary Figure
2). We hereby confirm that animal handling permits were
approved by the respective animal welfare licensing committee
of Berlin (“Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales”/LaGeSo:
permit number: Reg 0383/12) and Brandenburg (“Landesamt für
Umwelt, Gesundheit und Verbraucherschutz”: permit number:
V3-2347-40-2012). All used methods were in accordance with
these permits and the ASAB/ABS Guidelines for the Use of
Animals in Research. A detailed description of animal capture
and handling can be found in the Supplementary Information
(Appendix 1).

Habitat Classification and Explanatory
Variables
To derive landscape variables representing the metropolitan area
of Berlin we used governmental, open-access land use maps from
Berlin and the surrounding region of Brandenburg. The Berlin
map is named “Umweltatlas Berlin/Stadtstruktur—Flächentypen
differenziert 2010 (Umweltatlas)” and was downloaded from
www.fisbroker.de. The Brandenburg map is named “Kartierung
von Biotopen, gesetzlich geschützten Biotopen (§ 30 BNatSchG
und § 18 BbgNatSchAG) und FFH-Lebensraumtypen im Land
Brandenburg,” and the source is http://www.mlul.brandenburg.
de/lua/gis/biotope_lrt.zip. Both maps contained 1,351 unique
land use categories. We reclassified land use into 10 wild
boar specific habitat classes to investigate space use of wild
boar: deciduous and coniferous forest, green areas, agriculture,
water shorelines and swamp, landscapes representing the urban
landscape of fear industrial, houses with gardens, houses, roads
and railways (see Map Supplementary Figure 1). Additionally
we used the freely available normalized difference vegetation
index maps (NDVI, Landsat, http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/,
downloaded on April 27th 2017). We used maps corresponding
to the vegetation period (German Meteorological Service, www.
dwd.de/EN) during our study years: Summer 2013 map date:
August 2013, winter 2014map date: February 2014, summer 2014
map date: July 2017, winter 2015map date: March 2017. Thus, we
could standardize the used NDVI across years, e.g., for summer
recordings 3.5 month after the start of the vegetation period (see
Supplementary Figure 2).

Data Preparation and Analysis
We tracked 13 GPS-collared wild boar, nine females and four
males, between 2013 and 2015 (Supplementary Figure 2). Two

females lost their collars after a few days and had to be excluded,
resulting in data from 11 wild boar. The mean observation
time was 6.0 ± 2 months as four of animals were prematurely
shot by hunters and two were killed by cars. For the surviving
animals the collars were removed using a drop-off transmitter
function after 6–8 months according to our animal handling
permits. In total we collected 78,293 GPS locations. Urban wild
boar were those caught in Berlin and having the majority of
GPS locations (>50%) within Berlin’s administrative boundary
(6 individuals), all other animals were classified as rural (5
individuals, Supplementary Figure 1).

The individual flight distance from people (Prediction 1) was
recorded during field observations. Each animal was approached
for a minimum of five times. The distance between observer
and fleeing animal was estimated in 5m steps. For wild boar
which could not be visually observed, we estimated the flight
distance to be a minimum of 100m, using the strength of
the VHF signal of the GPS collar as an indicator that the
animal moved away when we came closer to resting sites.
Actual distances might have well exceeded 100m. To test the
difference between urban and rural wild boar a Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney was used. Mean flight distances and corresponding 95
% confidence interval, if available, were calculated with the exact
and minimum (censored) estimates for urban and rural wild
boar using a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis in Systat version 13
(Systat Software Inc., Richmond, VA, USA).

The tolerance to trapping (Prediction 1) was estimated for
each individual using 150 and 1,000m buffers around the
trapping locations using the gBuffer function in the R-package
rgeos (Bivand and Rundel, 2013). The percentage of points within
one of these buffers was then calculated for the first month after
trapping and for the time thereafter. Differences between urban
and rural wild boar for each buffer size and both time intervals
were analyzed (ANOVA) and visualized in R 3.3.3 (R Core Team,
2017).

To test for habitat preferences, we compared individual use
of landscape types with the totally available landscape types
reachable for an individual (Manly et al., 2002; Boyce, 2006;
Johnson et al., 2006). Availability was derived by individually
simulating CRWs. This established method uses the step
length and turning angle from the original animal tracks
and then simulate random trajectories within the study area
based on these metrics (Kareiva and Shigesada, 1983; Bovet
and Benhamou, 1988; Codling et al., 2008). We simulated
five CRWs per individual and month within a buffer around
the original tracks (sized was oriented at mean daily travel
distance), using the adehabitatHR 0.4.14 R-package (Calenge,
2006). Large water bodies were eliminated from the buffer to
ensure that the simulated locations were not set within lakes,
since lakes were bordering the used areas of some individuals.
The locations of the CRWs were then added to the wild
boar data, resulting in a dataset with 469,758 locations. For
each location we extracted the associated habitat class (10
categories described above) using the “over” function of the
sp package (Pebesma and Bivand, 2005) in R.3.3.3. Second, we
calculated the shortest distances to each landscape type, using the
rgeos::gDistance function (Bivand et al., 2017). NDVI values for
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each location were extracted from a raster map with 30m pixel
size.

We analyzed the data using binomial generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM) with observed wild boar tracks (1) or CRW
(0) as binary response variable. The first model (Prediction 2)
was specified using origin of wild boar (factor levels: rural or
urban) in interaction with habitat class predictor (factor levels:
10 landscape types) as explanatory variables. The wild boar ID
was included as random effect and a variable containing the
wild boar ID and the month as nested random effect, because
CRWs were created separately for each month. We chose a set
of three candidate models (Supplementary Table 1A) with the
full model containing all variables, a second model including
only the landscape types without origin and an intercept only
model. The candidate GLMMs were compared and ranked using
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and model weight. The best
model was further evaluated by calculating the area under the
curve (AUC; Rosset, 2004) using the dismo package (Hijmans
et al., 2015) in R. Results of the best model were plotted using
the “effects” package (Fox et al., 2014). Additionally, we plotted
the percentage of locations within a habitat class for urban and
rural wild boar and corresponding CRWs as mosaic plot.

In a second set of GLMMs, we used the same binary response
and random factors as described above. Fixed effects were
distances to each habitat class and the NDVI in interaction
with origin (Prediction 3). The NDVI was in addition added as
interaction term with season (vegetation = 1 vs. non-vegetation
period = 0, Supplementary Figure 2). We assessed predictor
correlations (Supplementary Figure 3) using Pearsons’s product-
moment correlation r and excluded correlating variables (|r| >

0.7). A correlation was found between agriculture and coniferous,
agriculture and swamp and industrial. Therefore Coniferous and
deciduous forests weremerged, as well as water and swamp, while
industrial was excluded, so that only 8 distances variables (plus
NDVI) were used instead of 10.

Non-linearity was examined by plotting partial residual plots
(Klar et al., 2008) of binomial generalized additive models
(GAMs; Supplementary Figure 4; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1987;
Austin, 2002; Wood, 2004). The model configuration was identic
to the GLMMs, but we fitted smoothing splines with 3 knots
for all dependent habitat variables and the NDVI (R-package
mgcv 1.8-15). If variables were non-linear we included the
quadratic term of the variables in the final models, which was
the case for agriculture, green area, streets, houses and houses
with garden. All explanatory habitat variables were centered and
scaled using the function “scale” in R 3.3.3. We chose a set
of four candidate models (Supplementary Table 1B) including:
a full model including all distance variables and the NDVI; a
landscape of fear model, including human related landscape
variables (houses, house with garden, trails, street) and origin; a
natural model, including non-urban variables (deciduous, green
area, agriculture, water, NDVI); and an intercept only model. As
described above, candidate models were compared and ranked
using AICc and model weights (Wagenmakers and Farrell, 2004)
and the AUC was calculated for the best model. Again, we
plotted the effects for all variables of the best model, using the
“effects” package. Final models for habitat class and distances

were used to predict the presence of wild boar throughout our
study region (Prediction 4). Wild boar presence was predicted
using the “raster::predict” (Hijmans and Van Etten, 2014). The
resulting maps were visualized using the viridis coloring scheme
(Garnier, 2017). Probabilities for urban and rural wild boar were
predicted separately and based on a raster stack with 100m
resolution. For the habitat class model the raster cell value coded
the habitat class with the highest share. For the distance model,
a raster stack (100m resolution) containing one layer for each
habitat class and the NDVI was used. Each cell value indicated
the distance to the layer specific landscape type, except the NDVI
layer which showed the NDVI values. The prediction (using the
distance model) map for urban wild boar was overlapped with a
map of Berlin which shows the amount of sealed area (Berlin,
2011) to visualize hotspots within the urban area. In addition,
forest patches with a known wild boar occurrence were shaded
in green. Conflict wild boar which were hunted by special city
hunters (Stillfried et al., 2017a) were also plotted to compare the
predicted suitability with true presence (using an independent
dataset).

RESULTS

Flight Distance and Reaction to Trapping
(Prediction 1)
The flight distance of urban wild boar was significantly shorter
than for rural wild boar (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U-test, U =

1, exact p = 0.0065, n = 11). The mean flight distance of urban
wild boar was 31.0m (95% CI 16.4 m−45.5, n = 5, Kaplan–
Meier survivorship analysis), whereas mean flight distances of
rural wild boar was, at 92.5m, almost three times higher (95% CI
could not be computed because of censored data, n = 6). Urban
wild boar used areas close to traps significantly more often than
rural wild boar (Figure 1), especially within the first month after
trapping: 7 ± 6% of locations of urban wild boar and 1 ± 5% of
rural wild boar locations were within a 150m buffer. 85 ± 5%
of locations of urban wild boar were within a 1,000m buffer and
only 35± 10% of locations of rural wild boar (Figure 1).

Use of Habitat Classes (Prediction 2)
The fitted models show that landscape types used by urban and
rural wild boar locations differ from those of CRWs. Among the
habitat class models, the full model was the best with a model
weight of 1 (Table 1A; Supplementary Table 2) and an AUC of
0.71, indicating fair discriminative ability. The comparison of
urban and rural wild boar shows that urban wild boar favor
the landscape types deciduous forests (1 rural−urban −0.18),
house (1 rural−urban −0.05), houses with garden (1 rural−urban
−0.49), industrial (1 rural−urban −0.12) and green area (1

rural−urban −0.07), while rural wild boar favor agricultural areas
(1 rural−urban 0.18), coniferous forests (1 rural−urban 0.17) and
swamps (1 rural−urban −0.69). Streets (1 rural−urban 0.0) and trails
(1 rural−urban 0.01) are similar.

Overall, wild boar in both, urban and rural areas were in
60% of all records found in natural landscapes (forests and
green areas) recoded, while the share of natural landscape types
available for wild boar (CRWs) was only 30% (Figure 2B).
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FIGURE 1 | Survival plot for flight distance and reaction to trapping of wild boar in urban and rural areas in Berlin and Brandenburg between 2013 and 2015. (A)

Probability for fleeing at a specific distance for urban wild boar (n = 6) is displayed in blue, upper and lower limits are displayed with a dashed line. The probability for

flight distances for wild boar in rural areas (n = 5) are displayed in red, upper and lower probability limits are again displayed with dashed lines. The plot is the result of

a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis. (B) Reaction to trapping was measured by the percentage of locations within a 150m buffer and 1,000m buffer around the trapping

location within the first month after trapping. The boxplots show the median as well as 50% quantiles of analysis of the variances (ANOVA, 150 m: p = 0.0368, Df =

17; 1,000 m: p = 0.0128, Df = 17). The *indicates significant differences, indicated by a p-value below 0.05.

Distance to Habitat Structures
(Prediction 3)
The full model showed the lowest AIC and a model weight
of 1 (Table 1B; Supplementary Table 3) and an AUC of 0.83,
indicating very good discrimination ability. Urbanwild boar were
found close to forest (0–500m distance), houses (0–800m) and
streets (0–600m) while rural wild boar were further away (forest:
up to 2,500m, houses: up to 2,000m and streets: 1,000m). Rural
wild boar were closer to agricultural areas (500–2,000m) while
urban wild boar were up to 3,000m away. Both, urban and rural
wild boar were found close to green areas (0–1,400m), houses
with garden (0–2,000m), and water (0–1,000m), but the effect
was stronger for urban wild boar. Trails were not preferred by
wild boar. While urban wild boar select areas with high NDVI
values all year round, rural wild boar select areas with a high
NDVI especially in winter (Figure 3).

Prediction Maps (Prediction 4)
The prediction maps for both, the habitat class and distance to
habitats show strong differences between rural and urban wild
boar (Figures 4A,B). Both maps indicate that a larger amount of
areas within the city can be used by urban wild boar, while only
a few patches, mostly close to large waterbodies and within the
urban forests are suitable for rural wild boar. Moreover, urban
wild boar were not restricted to the edges of nature-close habitats,
but could invade the urban landscape types much further. The
overlap of the prediction map and map of the large forest patches
that hold genetically distinct wild boar populations (Stillfried

et al., 2017a) shows that the predicted areas within Berlin are
actually used by wild boar (see Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

Response to Trapping and Flight Distance
(Prediction 1)
Our study provides scientific evidence that a large mammalian
herbivore trades-off fear caused by human disturbance with
the need to access food in urban areas. We approved our
first prediction that urban wild boar show a higher tolerance
toward human presence, indicated by a lower flight distance
and a reuse of trapping locations. During the first month,
over 90% of all locations of urban wild boar were within a
1,000m distance to the trapping location, but for rural wild
boar only 25% of the locations. The avoidance in rural wild
boar could be a result of larger home ranges in rural areas.
However, the increased presence within 150m buffers of urban
wild boar shows a difference between urban and rural wild
boar. These findings can be a result of habituation to humans,
which is in line with observations of urban wild boar from
other cities (Licoppe et al., 2013). In our study only urban wild
boar were recaptured or observed re-entering a traps, which
supports the assumption that trapping locations can be used
as an example for a landscape of fear (Laundre et al., 2010)
where animals experienced interaction with humans. These areas
were only avoided by rural wild boar because they are less
tolerant to anthropogenic disturbance. The significantly lower
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TABLE 1 | Model selection table for the influence of landscape variables on habitat choice of wild boar in Berlin and Brandenburg between 2013 and 2015.

Mod. Int. Variables Df logLik AICc Delta w AUC

(A) Habitaclass GLMMs

Full −1.5 Habitat class*Origin 24 −184030.0 368108.0 0 1 0.71

Mod2 −1.7 Habitat class 13 −190554.3 381134.6 13026.5 0

Intercept −1.5 Intercept only 3 −207344.9 414695.8 46587.8 0

(B) Distance GLMMs

Full −2.1 (All distance variables + NDVI*Season)*Origin 36 −121365.4 242802.8 0 1 0.83

Mod2 −2.0 (Distance to street, trails, houses, house with garden)*Origin 18 −132552.7 265141.4 22338.6 0

Mod3 −1.7 Distance to water, deciduous, green areas, agriculture +NDVI*Season)*Origin 22 −141622.0 283288.0 40485.18 0

Intercept −1.6 Intercept only 3 −158744.6 317495.2 74692.32 0

For the comparison of use (1 = locations of wild boar) and availability (0 = simulated movement tracks), generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) were run, with individual identity of

wild boar included as random effect, as well as wild boar and month as nested random effect. First (A) only the categorical variable “habitat class” (at a specific location) was tested for

interactions with origin (rural and urban). Second (B) distance to 8 landscape variables (agriculture, forests, green area, houses, houses with garden, streets, trails and water, correlated

variables were excluded, see details in Supplementary Figure 3) and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) values were tested in interaction with the origin. The NDVI was

additionally interacted with the season (Season 0= no vegetation / winter, Season 1= vegetation/summer). If variables were non-linear we included the quadratic term of the variables in

the final models, which was the case for agriculture, green area, streets, houses and houses with garden. Shown here are the values for the Akaike Information Criterion with correction

for finite sample size (AICc) and the difference 1 AICc to the “best” model with the lowest AICc, for all models. The model weight (w) supplements the AIC model comparison by providing

conditional probabilities for each model. The area under the curve (AUC) is in addition given for the best models, showing the best model’s discrimination performance (the extent to

which a model is able to separate positive and negative observations and ranks them properly). A list of all candidate models is in Supplementary Table 1.

flight distance of urban wild boar is an even stronger hint for
behavioral adjustment to anthropogenic disturbance by urban
wild boar.

Studies about flight distances in comparable urban mammals
such as urban foxes which are also present in Berlin (Börner et al.,
2009) have not been conducted yet. But Foxes or raccoons are
well-known to occur in many urban areas worldwide and are
well-adapted to human presence (Bateman and Fleming, 2012).
Consequently, behavioral adjustment to novel environments
might be common across generalist mammals, but the underlying
mechanisms remain poorly understood to date.

Habitat Selection in a Landscape of Fear
(Prediction 2)
Our second prediction that urban wild boar select natural
landscape types could also be confirmed by our data and is in
line with results from urban wild boar in Barcelona (Castillo-
Contreras et al., 2018). Beninde et al. (2015) reviewed that
especially green areas are important for an increased biodiversity
in cities. Green areas are also strongly selected by urban wild
boar which fits to observations from the study area that many
private and public areas are damaged by wild boar when they
are rooting (Supplementary Figure 1). Damage of grasslands by
wild boar is also recorded for other areas (Bueno et al., 2009;
Laznik and Trdan, 2014). In contrast to rural wild boar in
our study area, urban wild boar do not use agricultural areas,
even though agriculture is available in close proximity to the
used habitats (Supplementary Figure 1, Figure 2). Agricultural
areas usually provide attractive foraging opportunities for wild
boar (Herrero et al., 2006; Amici et al., 2012; Frackowiak et al.,
2013; Ficetola et al., 2014). But wild boar are known to be
opportunistic omnivores whose diet, in any particular instance,
is largely determined by the relative availability of different food
types (Schley and Roper, 2003). Urban wild boar in Berlin use

more deciduous forests which provide higher energetic food
resources than coniferous forests which are the main forest type
in Brandenburg (Stillfried et al., 2017b). Therefore agricultural
areas function as additional food resources in Brandenburg
which are not selected in Berlin due to the availability to
alternative high energetic natural food items (Stillfried et al.,
2017b).

Distance to Human Related Landscape
Types (Prediction 3)
In the third prediction, we expected urban wild boar to tolerate
close proximity to human related habitat structures which is
strongly supported by our results. We demonstrated that rural
wild boar avoided a crucial component of the landscape of fear
(Laundre et al., 2010, 2014; Gallagher et al., 2017) as they were
further away from houses, but used houses with garden similar
to urban wild boar. We infer that rural wild boar occasional
make use of areas close to houses with garden at the edge of
villages (Lowry et al., 2013), while urban wild boar modulate the
perception of harmless anthropogenic risks and invade urban
areas much further. Thus, urban wild boar demonstrated that
they can cope with an urban landscape of fear by an intelligent
adjustment to human presence (and disturbance), similar to
urban peccaries (Tayassu tajacu) foraging in housing areas
(Bellantoni and Krausman, 1993). Similar patterns of spatial
behavioral adjustment were observed in urban bobcats and
coyotes (Tigas et al., 2002; George and Crooks, 2006). As houses
in urban areas are densely build a behavioral adjustment toward
tolerance of anthropogenic harmless risks was crucial for urban
wild boar to successfully invade urban areas and to become
urban dwellers. Another hint that urban wild boar perceive the
urban landscape of fear differently than rural wild boar is shown
by their use of forest. Urban forests which are intensely used
by urban wild boar in Berlin are particularly famous for their
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FIGURE 2 | Use vs. availability of selected habitats in urban and rural wild

boar from Berlin and Brandenburg between 2013 and 2015. (A) Effect plot of

the generalized linear mixed models (GLMM; details see main text), showing

the probability of use of the different habitat classes for urban (gray dots) vs.

rural (green dots) wild boar. The default cutoff is 0.17 because we used five

times more correlated random walks than wild boar locations. (B) Percentage

of locations within a habitat category among urban and rural wild boar (original

track locations = use) and correlated random walks (CRW = availability) are

displayed. The width of each box shows the composition of habitat classes

within one of the four groups, the height represents the total amount of

locations. Since there were five times more CRW location than wild boar

locations, the boxes are higher for the CRWs.

substantial numbers of visitors (BDF, 20152; Franusch, 2015)
which use the forest for recreational activities and therefore are
part of the landscape of fear (Frid and Dill, 2002; Ciuti et al.,
2012). A modulated perception of a landscape of fear enables
wildlife to utilize new habitats such as highly frequented forests
(recreational value) providing a high value to society and thus
are frequently visited by humans. In urban natural landscapes
numerous domestic dogs are walked. A study from California
showed, that activity of urban bobcats and coyotes was decreased
at sites with high recreational activities and presence of domestic

2Available online at: https://www.berlin.de/tourismus/nachrichten/3688703-
1721038-grunewald-ist-waldgebiet-des-jahres-2015 (Accessed).

dogs and urban deer were harder to detect in areas with high
human activity (George and Crooks, 2006). Especially in our
study region groups of up to 10 dogs are present frequently in the
forests (Andreas Constien, forester in the Grunewald, personal
communication and own observation). Due to preadaptation
wild boar will recognize domestic dogs as predators (Nores
et al., 2008) belonging to their urban landscape of fear. In rural
environments domestic dogs are used in wild boar hunting to this
date (Sodeikat and Pohlmeyer, 2003). Consequently, all domestic
dogs will be perceived as persisting threat and areas with a high
density of dogs represent a landscape of fear. Moreover, as people
frequently unleash their dogs within urban forests far from roads
(personal observation), areas close to major roads may probably
be perceived safer by urban wild boar. This is another example
how urban wild boar modulated the landscape of fear: Usually
roads provide a landscape of fear and are avoided but in this
case are safe for urban wild boar because the disturbance by
cars is predictable. Urban wild boar can be found close to roads
while rural wild boar avoided areas close to roads similar to other
wildlife (Grinder and Krausman, 2001; Dowding et al., 2010;
Poessel et al., 2014; Stillfried et al., 2015; Thurfjell et al., 2015).
Hence, the cognitive ability of wild boar to assess risk related road
proximity and adjust their behavior accordingly seems very likely.

Water bodies in both urban and rural forests are used bymany
people for recreational activities such as swimming during the
summer. Observations of single individuals suggest that rural
wild boar avoid these patches during the summer because of the
urban landscape of fear (Frid and Dill, 2002; Ciuti et al., 2012;
Rosner et al., 2014; Stoen et al., 2015). During the winter when the
number of drive hunts in the rural forests is high, they select areas
close to water bodies as hiding places (personal observations).
In opposite, urban wild boar were located close to recreational
urban beaches inside reed beds year-round, as the presented data
show. Further studies accounting for such temporal effects are
necessary to clarify indicated seasonal differences in wild boar
behavior comprehensively.

Habitat Suitability (Prediction 4)
Prediction 4 which claims that a larger area is suitable for
urban wild boar than for rural wild boar within Berlin, can
also be confirmed. The maps show that urban wild boar are
expected to invade the urban environment much further than
rural ones. We assume this to happen due to modulation of
the urban landscape of fear and a resulting trade-off between
access to food and avoidance of anthropogenic disturbance.
Urban wild boar therefore fit the description of urban utilizers
and urban dwellers successfully living in urban areas (Fischer
et al., 2015). To fit rural wild boar into this concept we have
to expand the urban utilizer concept by intraspecific variability,
as they have to be classified urban avoiders (McKinney, 2002;
Fischer et al., 2015). The underlying processes are unkown, as
we cannot disentangle genetic, population ecological, cognitive
or personality (Dingemanse et al., 2010) driven responses to the
environment. Modulation of a perceived urban landscape of fear
seems likely. Regarding management issues, the differentiation
between urban and rural wild boar provides an excellent tool to
show possible travel routes. Main travel routes are through the
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FIGURE 3 | Effects plot of generlized mixed models, testing the impact of distance to different landscape types and NDVI on habitat use of urban vs. rural wild boar in

Berlin and Brandenburg between 2013 and 2015. For the comparison of use (1 = locations of WILD BOAR) and availability (0 = simulated movement tracks),

generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) were run. The distance to 8 landscape variables (agriculture, forests, green area, houses, houses with garden, streets, trails,

and water) and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) values were tested in interaction with the origin (urban, dashed black line and rural, solid green line). The

NDVI was additionally entered as interaction term with the season (Season 0 = no vegetation/winter, Season 1 = vegetation /summer). The default cutoff is 0.17

because we used five times more correlated random walks than wild boar locations.

forests or along the forest boarders and alongwaterways. The fact,
that conflict wild boar which were hunted by city hunters occur
within hotspots of the predicted maps, proofs, that the maps are
useful to show present and future wild boar hotspots.

Reflection of the Methods
The analysis of habitat selection with help of CRWs allowed us
to study not only those habitats which were actually used by
wild boar but to show in addition the available surroundings
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FIGURE 4 | Prediction maps showing suitable habitats within Berlin from the perspective of urban and rural wild boar. (A) Habitat suitability from predicted from

GLMMs with habitat class. (B) Habitat suitability predicted from GLMMS with distance variables and NDVI.

which were not selected. This resource selection function (Boyce
et al., 2002) could alternatively have been assessed with step
selection function which compare original steps with random
steps (Thurfjell et al., 2014) instead of CRWs. Since bothmethods
were shown to provide similar results (Duchesne et al., 2015),
we assume that our results are a good reflection of wild boar’s
resource selection. Thereby we were for example able to show
that urban wild boar do not select agricultural areas although
they are available for them. For further studies it would be
interesting to investigate wild boar tracks with a higher resolution
(for example 5min intervals or less) which would enable to
analyze small scaled movement within the urban environment
such as road crossing behavior. Regarding the concept of the
landscape of fear, our results are based on interpretations
of animal behavior. To fully investigate the impact of the
landscape of fear, it would be crucial to include measurements
of internal factors such stress and body condition into further
analyses.

CONCLUSION

With our study, we showed how individuals of large
social mammalian omnivores such as wild boar encounter
urbanization. These individuals live among humans within
highly anthropogenic environments such as major capitals
while their rural conspecifics avoid the very same areas. We
measured how urban wild boar deal with the human presence
and human associated landscape structures such as roads and
houses (landscape of fear) in urban areas by analyzing habitat
selection of GPS-collared wild boar. The wild boar is a suitable
model to improve our knowledge about the adjustment of
large mammals to urban areas in general which is of interest
worldwide. At the same time our analyses help to gain an
understanding of the special characteristics of wild boar in
Berlin. Thereby our analyses provide important data which
can be used for management, for example by showing wild
boar hotspots within Berlin. Our results show how wild boar
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FIGURE 5 | Prediction map and urban structure A prediction map (Figure 4B)

for urban wild boar space use (transparency 50%) was overlapped with a map

showing sealed surfaces. In addition, waterbodies were displayed in blue.

Areas of urban forestry departments, where wild boar presence is known, was

stained light green. The white circles are locations where wild boar were

hunted by city hunters (for more details see Stillfried et al., 2017a) and show

presence of wild boar outside the forest areas.

deal to trade-off between the human induced landscape of fear
and the need to forage by modulating their risk perception:
They tolerate human presence and use human associated
habitat classes. Wild boar therefore showed considerable
intraspecific behavioral plasticity suitable to adjust to human-
dominated environments in a potentially evolutionarily adaptive
manner.
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